
AL-TEK SYSTEM
aluminium body kit for buses



Al-Tek System is more than just a simple frame design.

AUTOBUS has designed a aluminium bus body,  Al-Tek System 
which enables a longer working life with less down time and 
need for repair.  In addition to the weight, the new design is 
long-lasting, fuel-efficient, recyclable and corrosion resistant 
without the need for protective coating and easier to repair.  

EXTERIOR  Modern in Design and Reliability
Its concise lines not only increase the aesthetic feeling but also 
enlarges the interior. Modern body design ensures easy access 
for repairing, therefore making maintenance faster and more 
convenient. 

“Art has to move you and design does not
UNLESS IT IS A GOOD DESIGN FOR A BUS”.



Bolted Extrusions

Reflecting the modern design technology, the Low Floor City Bus 
combines outstanding ergonomics and appearance to provide a 
high level of comfort for the driver and passengers.

The newly designed aluminium extrusion body is a system of bolted gusseted joints. 
Because buses are exposed to continuous vibration and stresses, welded joints can 
fracture and fail. AUTOBUS’s bolted system avoids this, and results in a much longer joint 
life. 

AUTOBUS offers a range of aluminium bus body structures to suit the customer needs. 
The new bus body aluminium design (Al-Tek System) is based on AUTOBUS’s expertise in 
safe transportation design, which includes space frame technologies. 

This system reduces the weight 
of the bus body.

INTERIOR Excellence in Form 
and Function
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